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Why choose an ESU Scoreboard ?
ESU has been supplying and installing scoreboards since the 1980’s with
scores of installations and satisfied customers both in the UK and abroad. We
have always used the best available materials and technology in our products
to supply a reliable and rugged solution, indeed some of those early scoreboards are still in use today.
Our traditional cricket scoreboards with wooden
fascias offer an aesthetically pleasing finish with
superior security. We do not surface mount the
equipment on a plywood sheet, instead our
fascia includes impact resistant glazed apertures behind which the displays are mounted.
This gives both protection and an anti glare
finish. Instead of a hinged panel we offer a clear glazed scorer's window which
can be removed when required.
Fascias are finished in black acrylic or sadolin to protect them
and the signboards are removable so there is no need to
reletter when the fascia is repainted. We are also happy to
design the fascia and provide detailed drawings for the
club’s own carpenters to fit, saving you money which could
be better spent.
If you opt for a complete scoreboard in a box, it will
be delivered to site ready to power up and use. Our
scoreboards are housed in durable aluminium enclosures and the entire front face is made of polycarbonate with the displays mounted behind so there
are no vulnerable protrusions. Polycarbonate is a
highly vandal resistant material (they make riot
shields from it) so extra protection is not required.
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All consoles are now enabled to operate
the scoreboard from TCS.

The ESU radio remote console is truly portable. With its
range of up to 250m and rechargeable batteries you
can use it anywhere on the ground. It is simple to
operate and lightweight making it probably the most
user friendly available. Because we designed it we are
also able to customise it should you have special
requirements.
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Why choose an ESU Scoreboard ?
CHOICE
ESU offers you a greater choice of display technology. The scoreboard can use
electromechanical digits, or LED displays in seven segment or dot matrix format.,
and in a choice of colours to produce the optimum solution for you.
LED

Electromechanical

LED digits have the bars or dots composed of a number of discrete light emitting
diodes. Each produces a point source and they combine to form an illuminated
segment. LEDs emit light in radiating beam such that the maximum intensity is
seen head on to the display, diminishing as you move off axis to the left and right
and also up and down. Our digits use special elliptical beam pattern LEDs to
maximise the horizontal viewing angle.
ESU's digits have up to 50% more LEDs than others making them highly visible
even in bright sunlight. We can also offer super bright white LEDs as an alternative
to the standard amber., giving a more traditional colour scheme and making your
scoreboard stand out.

7 segment LED

ELECTROMECHANICAL
Electromechanical digits have retracting segments made of a high-visibility white
or yellow reflective material. This means you can’t see them without illumination,
but they are easily seen in average daylight and not lost in bright sunshine. They
need no regular maintenance provided they are installed in a suitable environment which keeps them dry and free from dirt and dust.

Dot matrix LED

Electromechanical digits are also a green choice as they require power only whilst
changing. This makes them inherently suitable for battery use when no mains
power is available and even solar power can be utilised. These digits are
sometimes preferred by planners in heritage sites and conversion projects as they
give the scoreboard a more traditional look.
Super white LED

REVENUE FOR YOUR CLUB
An ESU scoreboard can actually help you raise money for your club. Our mimic
plus system gives you the benefit of an LCD screen scoreboard repeater in the
clubhouse which doubles as an information board and advertising display. We
supply and operate these on a revenue sharing basis with the club giving you the
opportunity to earn money. Who else can offer you all this ???
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